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Waves and Oscillation Final Review
Looked at one way, a wave is just a repeated shape of some length λ (the
wavelength) traveling along with some wave speed, v. I can treat it like any other
linear motion, for example using Δs = vΔt to figure out how far it goes in some time.

Looked at another way, a wave is an oscillation, something moving up and down in repeating cycles. The
speed of an oscillation is measured by either the period, T, which is the time it takes for one full cycle, or
the frequency, f, which is the number of cycles that happen per second. The unit called Hertz, Hz, stands
for cycles per second. These two ways of measuring the wave are related by the equation v = λf.

Two important sorts of waves are sound waves, and light waves. All sound travels through air at the same
speed, 345 m/s, and all light travels with a much higher speed, 3×108 m/s. Light waves include not just the
colors that we can see; radio, microwave, infrared, ultraviolet, x-ray, and gamma rays are all types of light,
each with their own uses.

In general, a wave won't interact with an object smaller than its wavelength. This is why bats have to use
very high-pitched sounds, with a short wavelength, to locate the tiny insects that they eat. This is also why
lower sounds can travel further; it takes a bigger object to stop them. Higher frequency wave also tend to be
more energetic; it takes more energy to make a higher note, and higher frequency light comes from objects
that are very hot or from changes in matter that release a lot of energy.

A wave bouncing back and forth in a confined space, such as the inside of a musical instrument, may form
a standing wave, where the various reflections of the wave align with each other to build up into a large
oscillation. To find out what wavelengths will build up like this, we determine what total distance a wave
has to travel to relect back to where it started; dividing this distance by 1, 2, 3 and so on gives the
wavelengths of the different possible standing wave modes.

. 1 A kangaroo can jump 6 m at a time. Each jump takes 2 s. Treating this as a wave (a jump is a cycle),
find:

Period = Frequency =

Wavelength = Wave Speed =

. 2 A truck's tire has a circumference of 2 m. The truck is traveling at 30 m/s. Treating this as a wave (a
cycle is one rotation of the tire), find:

Period = Frequency =

Wavelength = Wave Speed =



. 3 A mile is 1600 m. How long does it take for sound to travel that far? What about light?

. 4 A large tile shower room is 3 m wide.
a) What is the longest wavelenth of standing wave of sound that can form reflecting between the
shower's walls?

b) Find the frequency of this mode, and the wavelength and frequency of the next two higher modes.

c) When I hum on of those frequencies, very faintly, the whole shower sings that note loudly back to
me. Explain why this happens.

. 5 I want to cut a straw to the right length so that it will play 500 Hz as its lowest mode. How long
should it be?

. 6 Explain why bats use high pitched sounds and elephants use very low sounds. Give at leat two
reasons for each.


